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Describing, evaluating, comparing

How do different studios define their focus and approach?

(2020-2021) Interviews with teachers via a set of questions addressing a 
mix of content, pedagogy and didactic oriented topics: 

-position and pedagogies
-creation of a learning environment
-monitoring a learning process
-teaching the teacher
-online teaching
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Matching students’ experiences?

(2021-2022) Interviews with students via a mix set of questions 
addressing:

-how to select a studio
-assessment and feedback
-how do you think your education will serve your future role in practice

At this moment the results of these interviews are being processed……
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(2020-2021) Interviews with teachers, general findings:

-Studios as open creative environments in which collectivity (teamwork, 
collaboration) is as important as the individual
-Peer review amongst students is considered an important instrument in 
the learning process
-Studios explore the agenda of the future more or less consciously

But

-No remarks were made about competition among students
-Time for free exploration, fail and restart during the course, was 
mentioned only once
-Particularly the ambition to come up with innovations is not mentioned 
often
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(2020-2021) Interviews with teachers, general findings:

Process of education:
-Work in cycles from research/knowledge to design; the number of 
cycles differs per studio
-Teachers monitor ongoing education permanently and adjust education; 
during Covid this was a main problem
-Some studio’s advocate for a strict structure in order to frame 
explorations beforehand; others leave it up as much as possible to the 
students

Relationship with practice:
- Is valued important and anchored/realized via guest lectures, visiting 
critics, and tutors/professors active also in practice
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(2020-2021) Interviews with teachers, general findings:

Learning objectives:
-Some studios put stress on getting acquainted with specific 
methodology while others mention generic academic skills
-In Building Technology, Urbanism and Management in the Built 
environment studio’s the process of collaboration, key in professional 
practice, is an important skill to train and is part of the learning 
objectives

Reflection on teaching:
-Teachers mentioning BKO were clearer about achieving learning 
objectives than ones who didn’t followed this trajectory

Covid impact:
-Education is a social act; blended learning is an advantages
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Matching students’ experiences?

(2021-2022) Interviews with students via a mix set of questions 
addressing:

-how to select a studio
-assessment and feedback
-how do you think your education will serve your future role in practice

At this moment the results of these interviews are being processed……



Experiencing studio education | STUDENTS QUESTIONNAIRE

76 students filled in the questionnaire:

ARCHITECTURE: 49 (out of 450 MSc1)

URBANISM: 13 (out of 80+40 LA)

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY: 8 (out of 70)

MANAGEMENT IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT: 6 (out of 75)

GEOMATICS students were missing; not all ARCHITECTURE studios are represented (HERITAGE were missing)



STUDIO METHODOLOGY: MOTIVATION
1. Which studio did you follow in Msc1?
[Open question] or make a list

2. What was your main motivation to select this studio?
Topic Interest | Friends recommendations |studio info presentations | Fits your future plans | Coherence between opinion, theory, methodology, design | Design 
methodology/tools | Teaching methods | Teachers |Content of the course | Studio social atmosphere | Team or individual work | Excursion | low hourly 
investment | suits my agenda

3. When you selected your studio, did you know about the studio’s :
Topics | Research methodology | Design methodology | Position | Teaching methods |Teachers | Content of the course | | Studio social atmosphere |Team or 
individual work | 

4. How do you think this studio distinguished itself from other studio’s?
Topics | Teaching methods | Design process | Research methods | Practice oriented | Research driven | Inter-/ Multi-/ Disciplinary approach | multidisciplinary 
approach | emphasis on creativity  | strict methodology | openness to explore your own ideas and fascinations | state of the art

5. If you look back at the choice of studio, did you miss anything regarding the topics above?
[Open question]



LEARNING ENVIRONMENT: FEEDBACK AND EXAMININATION

1. How was feedback given during the studio?
Top down or bottom up | Coaching or judging | peer review amongst students or more through teachers | individual or group feedback | exploring <> 
expected | supportive positive  <> hard critical feedback

2. Characterize the ambiance during the final presentations:
Interaction teachers and students | stress | fun | relieve | open ambiance/ strict | no discussion/discussion|

3. How did the studio take into consideration the students and their wellbeing ?
Incentive for inspiration | sensitivity to students as individuals| takes into account stress | balance between studio and other courses/life| working late 
nights | peer-competition  | attention for your personal goals 

4. What did the studio teach you that you hadn’t expected? 
[Open question?]

5. Did you miss anything in this questionnaire, or do you have remarks?
Specific subjects | skills | Information | [fill in something yourself]



LINKING TO PRACTICE: YOUR ROLE AS A FUTURE PROFESSIONAL

1. What would  you like to do after your studies in the professional world?
[Open question]

2. What kind of practice do you want to be part of in the future?
[Open question?]

3. How do you think your studio contributes to your role in the professional world?
[Open question?]



LINKING TO PRACTICE: YOUR ROLE AS A FUTURE PROFESSIONAL

3. How do you think your studio contributes to your role in the professional world?
[ grade per topic]
Topic | taking position | analytical skills | collaborative skills

Findings (so far)

U and MBE Architecture students are confident; contrary 
to A students 

A studios need to pay more attention to collaboration 



Findings (so far) from the students questionnaire
STUDIO METHODOLOGY: MOTIVATION
Topics and contents are on top for every track;
Remarkable: Students U, BT and M value the social atmosphere of the studio when choosing the studio/tracks;
Remarkable: U students grade higher for every topic (is one big group, no studios);
Teaching methods are not known at the time of choosing a studio, but, mentioned in the questionnaire as important differences 
between studios

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT: FEEDBACK AND EXAMININATION
In general students experience feedback as ‘coaching’;
In A-final presentations stress and relieve emotions are often extreme; U performs best at avoiding stress;
U + MBE value students as individuals  with personal goals;
Collaboration needs more attention in A

Linking to practice: Your future role as a professional
In A + U 50% would like to work in a design office
In all tracks education mentioned often
U + M students expect skills to be fitting practise; A expect trained skills to be usefull below average; BT expect this above average

The questionnaire raised importance of complete information to choose a studio including pedagogy and didactics



Possible links outcomes teachers interviews <> students 
questionnaire

STUDIO METHODOLOGY: MOTIVATION

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT: FEEDBACK AND EXAMININATION

Linking to practice: Your future role as a professional
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Follow-ups:

-Sharing the findings inside BK, creating awareness for certain matters 
(particularly useful for suggestions that are emerging from the 
questionnaires)

-Discussions in the framework of similar initiatives from TU Delft/4TUCEE

-Presentation at one of the EAAE education academy events

-Writing an article relating to existing thematic researches (e.g., J. de 
Walsche PhD on architecture studios, H. Harris ‘Architecture Afterlife’ 
project, about the ways graduates are active in the professional world)
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